ABSTRACT A new method is described for continuoudy mesuring cell turgor press (P), hydrauc conductivity (I), and volumetric elastc modulus (e) in higher plant cells, usig a presure probe. Tils technique pernits volume changes, AV, and turgor presue changes, AP, to be determined with an acconcy of 10-5 to 106 gl and 3 to 5. 10-2 ba, respectively. ne main principle of the new method is the same as the pressre probe developed by Zimmermann and Stendle in which presure is trausitted to a presre tsducer by means of an oll-filled capilay introduced into the cell. In order to use the preumre probe for small tie cell, the effective compressible volume of the appanatu has to be suffciently small in comparison to the volume of the cell iself. This is achieved by accurtely fixing the oil/cel sap boudary in the very tip of the mi ply by means of an elenic feedback mecham, so that the effective volume of the appantu is reduced to about 2 to 10% of the cell volume. In this way lo, error aring from compressibility of the appantus and temperature flctutis can be exduded.
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mostly average values for bulk tissue. What is really required are measurements of P, E, and L? in single cells of higher plants. Up to now, these parameters have not been determined directly because of experimental difficulties. An important step in this direction was the development of the pressure probe 9 years ago (20) , which has been applied to giant algal cells (13, 14, 21, 22, 24) and also to large cells of a higher plant (12, 16) . This probe works on a compensation principle. Turgor pressure is transmitted via an oil-filled microcapillary, introduced into the cell, to a pressure transducer which transforms P into a proportional voltage. However, application of the probe has so far been limited by the size of the cells relative to the size of the apparatus, and by the compressibility of the silicon oil inside the apparatus. This problem was experienced by Meidner and Edwards (7), who essentially used the same measuring principle as Zimmermann and Steudle to determine P in stomatal guard cells. Meidner and Edwards were successful in applying pressure to guard cells (and to make them open or close), but not in recording pressure, probably because of the compressibility of their measuring device. In this paper, we present a miniaturized version of the pressure probe, which works on a compensation principle but has a very small, effective, compressible volume. With this device it is possible for the first time to measure directly and continuously pressure, cell volume changes (and, therefore, cell wall elasticity), and water flow in single tissue cells with diameters of 50 gm or less.
Direct measurements of cell turgor pressure, cell wall elasticity, and hydraulic conductivity of cell membranes in single cells of higher plants are crucial for the evaluation of water relations of higher plants and for the development of models for water transport in plant tissues. A number of attempts have been made to determine turgor pressure, the elastic modulus, and the hydraulic conductivity (water permeability) of cells in plant tissue (see reviews (3, 18, 19, 23) ). In most cases, P2 and e were determined by psychrometric methods (for ref. see 3, 23) or by the pressure bomb technique (1, 6, 10, 17) . Ls values have been obtained from swelling or shrinking experiments or by measuring the exchange of labeled water under certain experimental conditions and assumptions (e.g. at zero P as in plasmolytic experiments [11] or by assuming independent water exchange of tissue cells with extracellular space).
In the literature, Lp values for higher plant cells (3) differ by several orders of magnitude, probably because of different methods and models used for determination of L,, and its related parameters (18, 19, 23) . The main objection to the models and methods used is that the quantities measured are I Supported by a grant from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, Sonderforschungsbereich 160.
2 Abbreviations: P: turgor pressure; a: volumetric elastic modulus; L,: hydraulic conductivity (water permeability).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Pressure Probe. The pressure probe (Fig. 1) consists of a microcapillary which is introduced into the cell, a pressure chamber containing the pressure transducer, and a motor-driven metal rod which can be used to change the volume of the pressure chamber. The whole device is filled with silicon oil. When the microcapillary is introduced into the cell, turgor pressure is transmitted by the silicon oil to the pressure transducer. However, turgor pressure compresses the oil or other compressible parts of the chamber (e.g. rubber of seals) to some extent, and thus the P recorded by the transducer will be reduced or even zero after puncturing the cell. This effect can be ignored if volume changes due to compression are negligible compared to changes in cell volume, i.e. if the volume of the apparatus is small.
For this reason, the effective volume of the pressure chamber must be drastically reduced if P and volume elasticity are to be measured in small plant cells (cell volume, V, = 10-2 -10 nl). This is achieved by fixing the oil/cell sap boundary (Fig. 1) in the very tip of the microcapillary so that the compressible volume of the whole device is that of the cell sap in the tip only (about 10-3-10-' nl). The boundary is adjusted and regulated by an electrical feedback mechanism. A silver wire (diameter, 1 ,um at the end) is introduced into the tip of the microcapillary as an internal electrode and another one is placed into the bathing solution.
A voltage of 20 to 50 mV is applied to the electrodes to measure the resistance. The resistance will depend on the position of the sap/oil boundary relative to the tip of the wire and will increase significantly when the wire becomes covered with oil. The boundary is adjusted by an automatically driven motor (Dunker motor GR 32.0 with a response time of 100 msec) to a reference resistance. The absolute value of the resistance depends on the tip diameter of both the microcapillary and the silver wire. The resistance varies between 50 and 200 Mfl, when the boundary is fixed at the capillary tip, and ranges from 0.5 to 20 Mfl, when it is located 100 um behind the tip of the wire (Fig. 2) expansion of silver is about 10-6 per degree and, therefore, this effect should be negligible.
Measurements of E in plant cells by this compensation method also require that compression of oil in the apparatus be small compared to the volume changes of the cell. Volume compression of cell sap can be neglected because the compressibility coefficient of water is of the order of 10-4% bar-'; this means that cell volume would change only 10-2%/bar which is negligible. The effect of the compressibility of the apparatus on the determination of e can be demonstrated in the following way. If the volume (and pressure) of the whole system is changed by moving the metal rod ( Fig. 1) , the volume change produced, dV, (which can be calculated in the older version of the pressure probe [13, 21] from the feed of the rod and its diameter) will be equal to the sum of both the amount of compression of the oil, dVapp, and the expansion of the cell, dV,:
The Experimental Procedure. Prior to measurement, the boundary silicon oil/water was adjusted at the tip of the wire or at a certain point (i.e. a certain resistance was fixed). Tissue slices from pepper fruits (Capsicum annuum) about 20 mm in length and 2 mm in height were incubated for several hr in Johnson solution modified after Epstein (4) with the following composition: 3 mM KNO3, 2 mm Ca(NO3)2, 1 mm NH4H2PO4, and 0.5 mM MgSO4. They were then transferred into a small chamber containing well stirred Johnson solution at a constant temperature (20 C). Tissue slices were fixed on a bed of very small nails to prevent any movement of the slices due to volume changes in response to turgor regulation processes during measurement. The pressure probe was introduced with a Leitz manipulator under a stereomicroscope (magnification: 40 -280). Ten to 20 min after puncturing the cell, a constant P of 2 to 4 bar could be recorded over a period of 5 hr and more. To determine e, the oil/cell sap boundary in the tip of the microcapillary was moved by certain amounts, and the instantaneous changes in cell turgor pressure, AP, were recorded (see Fig. 4 The movement of the boundary was performed in about 1 sec or less, i.e. in a time which was short compared to the half-time of water exchange (Fig. 4) . Tests with the tip in the bathing medium ensured that errors due to shockwave pressures during the pressure changes could be neglected for the tip diameters used (1-3 ,um) .
Capillary forces were small, because the oil/cell sap boundary was fixed at a position where the diameter of the capillary was relatively large (5-50 Am). By using the electronic feedback mechanism the boundary oil/cell sap could be fixed within +5 to 10 ,um, which means that the cell volume could be kept constant within about 10-7 to 10-5 Al (inner diameter of the capillary at the boundary 5-50 ,um).
Measurement of cell dimensions under the microscope, taking the shape of the cell to be approximately ellipsoid or cuboid, allowed determination of the cell volume, V,. The error in these determinations was of the order of 15 to 20%. Measurement of e of cells of Valonia utricularis with the modified pressure probe yielded exactly the same results as with the older version of the pressure probe introduced by Zimmerman et al. (13, 20) and normally used for measurements in Valonia cells (13, 21, 24) . Figure 4 shows recordings of turgor pressure and e measurements in a cell located in the first cell layer of a tissue slice of C. annuum (100-300 ,um in size). As soon as P has reached a constant value after introduction of the microcapillary, the cell volume is changed by a defined amount, AV (0.5-5% of the cell volume which ranged from 2 to 12 nl) by shifting the oil/ cell sap boundary in the tip of the capillary (Fig. 4) . e can be calculated from the corresponding changes in cell turgor, using the equation of Philip (9) For estimation of water flow, the stationary turgor pressure is changed by shifting the oil/cell sap boundary to a new reference point. The magnitude of water flow induced by the change in cell P can be calculated from the turgor pressure relaxation if e is known (13, 14, 21, 22) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thee values obtained (Fig. 5, a and b) were of the order of 2 to 25 bar and strongly dependent on P which could be lowered or increased by varying the external osmotic concentration with NaCl or sucrose. Figure 5 , a and b also demonstrates that e is a function of cell volume (size). Similar effects of pressure and volume have been observed for giant algal cells (21, 22, 24) and also for a higher plant cell (16) by using the unmodified version of the pressure probe, although the absolute value of e was larger by an order of magnitude for the algal cells. The results suggest that the averaged values of e obtained by psychrometry and by the pressure bomb technique should be treated with caution. Water transport in higher plant tissues, which is determined by wall elasticity, is a rather complex phenomenon controlled by both P and cell volume (size).
It could be argued that the volume dependence of e results partly from a region of high elastic extensibility created around the tip of the pressure probe by puncturing the cell. We do not feel that this objection is serious as this region would only constitute about l/500 of the total geometric surface of a tissue cell. The e value of this region would have to be extremely low to bring about a change in the over-all e value, and indeed, large extension of the wall in the tip region should be observable under the microscope, which is not the case. Furthermore, both versions of the pressure probe were used for measurement on giant algal cells with a wide range of tip diameters (5-100 ,um), but a dependence of e on the tip diameter was never observed.
The pressure probe provides a new tool for measuring not only pressure and wall elasticity, but also the rate of water exchange between individual cells and the surrounding tissue. (Fig. 6a) . J,(t) was calculated from curve A in Figure 4 . Semilog plot of Jl(t) against time (Fig. 6b) (1) . These errors include uncertainty in determination of the plasmolytic volume, differences in the osmotic concentration, volume, and E values of the cells, and the inaccuracy in the estimation of volume and pressure changes in the nonlinear region of the "pressure-volume" curve.
Very recently Ferrier and Dainty (5) published a new method for determining e (and L) in higher plant cells. The method is based on an elastic deformation of a cell layer by an external force. Assuming that at small deformations, the elastic expansion of the cell in each of the three dimensions is independent and that all cells in the layer behave elastically the same, the authors obtained a linear relationship between cell thickness and applied (uniaxial) force, from which e could be estimated to be of the order of 2 We would also like to mention another method for direct measurement of P in small plant cells, which seems to be promising at first sight (Zimmermann, unpublished data). This technique is based on the introduction of a small gas bubble into cells of a tissue with subsequent determination of pressure changes within the cells from the corresponding volume changes of the gas bubble (Boyle-Mariotte's law). Gas bubbles can be introduced into cells by means of very fine capillaries or electrode processes. Preliminary experiments on V. utricularis have shown that this method works in principle, but that a greater technical effort is required to measure pressure changes with the same accuracy as the pressure probe introduced here. The simplest version of the gas bubble pressure probe is not sufficiently sensitive for the measurement of pressure changes of the desired order of magnitude. In a first approximation, the pressure in the gas bubble is inversely proportional to the third power of the radius, so that in the physiological pressure range the changes in diameter to be measured under the light microscope are very small (0.1 ,Am) in relation to the resolution of the microscope (about 0.5 ,m). The sensitivity may be improved, if resolution is increased by using advanced optical techniques. Furthermore, with this particular method of measuring pressure changes, solubility of the gas in the cell sap and diffusion of gas through the membrane barrier have to be taken into account, because in time both processes lead to a change in the volume of gas inside the cell. In principle, it would be possible to overcome these problems by using sparingly soluble gases. This technique, which could represent an elegant way for measuring pressure changes in a number of cells simultaneously, would most certainly require more technical developments in order to be of practical use.
We feel that the pressure probe presented here is at the present the simplest way of measuring pressure in tissue cells of higher plants with a minimum number of assumptions. Possibly, the pressure probe will not only be useful for the study of swelling and shrinking processes and water transport in higher plant tissues, but also for investigation of both the regulation of stomatal responses (by direct measurement of guard cell pressure), and of pressure-regulated membrane transport in higher plants, which has been shown to exist in giant algal cells (2, 15, 21, 24) .
